
Overview
Get the benefits of Google Apps with the BlackBerry experience you’re already 
accustomed to. With Google Apps Connector, IT administrators can integrate 
Google Apps with BlackBerry devices using the familiar BlackBerry Enterprise 
Server administration tools, while letting business professionals use built-in 
BlackBerry applications for push-based wireless access to their Google Apps email, 
calendar, and contacts.

Features
Push email delivery and send Messages sent from and received in your Gmail 
inbox are automatically pushed to your BlackBerry device within 60 seconds, 
keeping both inboxes up-to-date.

Read/delete synchronization Emails read or deleted on your BlackBerry device are 
marked as read or deleted in your Gmail inbox, and vice-versa.

Folder/label synchronization Select folders on your BlackBerry device to 
synchronize with labels in your Gmail interface.

Global address lookup Search for and access email addresses and phone numbers 
for other users on your company domain.

Calendar access View your Google Calendar events and schedule from the native 
BlackBerry application, with two-way synchronization from your Google Calendar 
to BlackBerry device. 

Contacts synchronization Contacts in your BlackBerry address book and in your 
Gmail account are automatically synchronized. Information added to Gmail is 
pushed to your BlackBerry device within 5 minutes, and vice-versa.

Hosting Support Support multiple Google Apps domains on a single BlackBerry 
Enterprise Server. This enables our partners to offer hosted services for supporting 
BlackBerry devices by sharing a single BlackBerry Enterprise Server across 
multiple Google Apps customers.

Details
Availability Google Apps Connector for BlackBerry Enterprise Server is available at 
no charge to Google Apps for Business and Google Apps for Education customers.  

Google Apps Connector for BlackBerry  
Enterprise Server

Wireless synchronization between your BlackBerry and Google Apps account
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Google Apps for Business
Google Apps offers simple, powerful 
communication and collaboration tools for 
enterprises of any size in business, education, or 
government – all hosted by Google to streamline 
setup, minimize maintenance, and reduce 
IT costs. With Gmail (including Google email 
security, powered by Postini), Google Calendar, 
and integrated IM, users can stay connected and 
work together with ease, even in private domains. 
And, using Google Docs, which include word 
processing, spreadsheet, and presentation tools, 
they can share files and collaborate in  
real-time, keeping versions organized and 
available wherever and whenever users work.

For more information, visit  
www.google.com/apps/mobile

Google Apps Connector for Blackberry 
Enterprise Server
BlackBerry Enterprise Server 
System requirements:  
Windows 2003 Server 64 bit Standard Edition 
SP2 or Windows 2003 32 bit Enterprise Edition 
SP2 (approximately 500MB of disk space per 
user), BlackBerry Enterprise Server for Microsoft 
Exchange, 4.1.6 Maintenance Release 7 or higher 
and Microsoft SQL Server 2000 SP3 or Microsoft 
SQL Server 2005.

BlackBerry Professional Software 
System requirements: 
Windows 2003 Server 32 Bit Standard Edition SP2 
BlackBerry Professional Software for Microsoft 
Exchange, 4.1 SP4B

For more information, visit  
www.google.com/apps/mobile


